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Abstract
Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC), also known as particle filters, has been widely accepted as
a powerful computational tool for making inference with dynamical systems. A key step in
SMC is resampling, which plays the role of steering the algorithm towards the future dynamics.
Several strategies have been proposed and used in practice, including multinomial resampling,
residual resampling (Liu and Chen 1998), optimal resampling (Fearnhead and Clifford 2003),
stratified resampling (Kitagawa 1996), and optimal transport resampling (Reich 2013). We
show that, in the one dimensional case, optimal transport resampling is equivalent to stratified
resampling on the sorted particles, and they both minimize the resampling variance as well as the
expected squared energy distance between the original and resampled empirical distributions;
in the multidimensional case, the variance of stratified resampling after sorting particles using
Hilbert curve (Gerber et al. 2019) in Rd is O(m−(1+2/d)), an improved rate compared to the
original O(m−(1+1/d)), where m is the number of particles. This improved rate is the lowest for
ordered stratified resampling schemes, as conjectured in Gerber et al. (2019). We also present
an almost sure bound on the Wasserstein distance between the original and Hilbert-curve-
resampled empirical distributions. In light of these theoretical results, we propose the stratified
multiple-descendant growth (SMG) algorithm, which allows us to explore the sample space more
efficiently compared to the standard i.i.d. multiple-descendant sampling-resampling approach
as measured by the Wasserstein metric. Numerical evidence is provided to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed method.
Keywords. Hilbert space-filling curve, particle filter, resampling, sequential Monte Carlo (SMC), strat-
ification
1 Introduction
Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) (Doucet et al. 2001; Liu and Chen 1998) has been studied inten-
sively in the past two decades and applied broadly to high-dimensional statistical inference, signal
processing, biology and many other fields. Through building up the sampling (trial) distribution
sequentially, a set of weighted samples can be used to approximate the high-dimensional target
distribution, or at least a certain aspect of it. The state-space model is one particularly interesting
dynamic system that have been treated with SMC. The state-space model consists of the hidden
Markovian state equation and the noisy observation equation. The hidden state, for instance, can
∗These authors contributed equally and are listed in alphabetical order.
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be interpreted as the underlying volatility in an economical time series (Taylor 2008; Gatheral 2011),
or the location in a terrain navigation problem (Bergman et al. 1999; Bergman 2001; Gustafsson
et al. 2002) or many others. For the state-space model, characterizing the distribution of the hidden
state is well known as the filtering problem; thus, SMC is more commonly known as the particle
filter in this context (Gordon et al. 1993).
Roughly speaking, SMC is built based on sequential importance sampling (SIS), which recur-
sively simulates a future state and reweighs the sampling path, with additional resampling steps
(Liu and Chen 1998). In a vanilla SIS procedure, such as sequential imputation (Kong et al. 1994),
weight degeneracy arises as an inevitable problem. Since the importance weights are updated recur-
sively at each step, stochastically most of the total weights will concentrate on a very few samples,
leading to exponentially increasing variance (Kong et al. 1994). One effective strategy to avoid
weight degeneracy is to resample from the current samples according to the corresponding weights.
Resampling alone does not provide any information for estimation at the current step, but only in-
troduces additional randomness. The main intuition behind resampling is that particles with small
weights are deemed “less hopeful” and thus discarded so as to “save” resources in order to explore
regions that may be more promising for the future (Liu and Chen 1995). Incidentally, in the boot-
strap filter of Gordon et al. (1993), every forward simulation step is followed immediately with a
resampling step without investigating its advantages and disadvantages. Liu and Chen (1995) pro-
vided a first attempt at analyzing resampling (termed as “rejuvenation” in that article), providing
some useful insights, but was short of a rigorous theory.
Each iteration of SMC can be decomposed into two steps: forward-sampling (or more intuitively,
growth) and resampling. In the growth step, we generate samples from the trial distribution and
calculate the corresponding weight for each sample. Intuitively, the trial distribution should be as
close to the target distribution as possible so as to explore the relevant part of the sample space.
Since resampling can also reduce the number of particles, which decreases the estimation accuracy of
the algorithm at the current step, it is important to have a growth step that can produce “diverse”
samples so as to explore the space more fully (Fearnhead and Clifford 2003). This idea will be
discussed in more detail in Section 5. In the resampling step, we rejuvenate all the weights where
samples with higher weights are more likely to be retained. Various approaches have been proposed
for both growth and resampling (Doucet et al. 2001; Lin et al. 2013).
One of the earliest approaches to improving the SIS method designed for simulating chain poly-
mers was proposed in Wall and Erpenbeck (1959), known as the enrichment method. In this method,
at each stage we “amplify” each currently “alive” partial polymer chain (some simulated partial chains
are “dead” due to the encountering of a conflict) by making r exact copies, and at the next stage
we grow each of the enriched copies by adding to it sequentially s more monomers according to
the growth rule. Grassberger (1997) improved this method by choosing r adaptively according
to the weights and pruning away some low-weight partial polymers probabilistically. The roles of
resampling in a SMC framework were first discussed in Liu and Chen (1995), and the connection be-
tween resampling and aforementioned pruning and enrichment methods was brought up in Liu et al.
(2001). Fearnhead and Clifford (2003) developed an “optimal resampling” method for state-space
models when the state space is discrete, where each sample can have multiple descendants—one for
each possible value in the state space—to explore the whole space thoroughly. Another direction
to improve SMC performance from the growth step is to propose better trial distributions, such
as employing the auxiliary particle filter (Pitt and Shephard 1999) and look-ahead strategies (Lin
et al. 2013).
There are various means to resample from a collection of weighted particles. The naïvest way
to resample is called bootstrap resampling or multinomial resampling (Tibshirani and Efron 1993),
where the new particles are sampled from independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) multi-
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nomial distributions based on the original particle weights. Residual resampling (Liu and Chen
1998) and stratified resampling (Kitagawa 1996) are two more popular resampling schemes in prac-
tice. Douc and Cappé (2005) compared the above resampling schemes and concluded that residual
resampling and stratified resampling always have a smaller conditional variance than multinomial
resampling does. For discrete state-spaces, the optimal resampling method (Fearnhead and Clif-
ford 2003) offers an interesting way of diversified sampling. Besides these traditional resampling
schemes, Reich (2013) proposed optimal transport resampling, an approach borrowing ideas from
transportation theory. Although there has been no theoretical guarantee for the optimal transport
resampling (aside from its validity), to the best of our knowledge, sometimes it works very well in
practice. Recently, Gerber et al. (2019) showed that stratified resampling after ordering the particles
by the Hilbert space-filling curve has a relatively low conditional variance in some cases, which is
also one of our interests in this article.
We study both the growth and the resampling steps of SMC in this paper, and our main
contributions are:
1. We prove that in one dimension, optimal transport resampling is equivalent to stratified resam-
pling on the sorted particles, which minimizes the resampling variance as well as the expected
squared energy distance between the empirical distributions before and after resampling. The
equivalences require surprisingly different techniques to prove.
2. In d dimensions, a natural generalization of ordered stratified sampling in one dimension
is Hilbert curve resampling (Gerber et al. 2019), which is stratified resampling on particles
sorted using the Hilbert space-filling curve. We show that its resampling variance is of the
order O(m−(1+2/d)) when d > 1, where m is the number of particles. This improves the
original rate O(m−(1+1/d)). We show that the order cannot be further improved by resorting
to a different ordering rule, confirming a conjecture in Gerber et al. (2019). We also derive
a bound on the Wasserstein distance between the empirical distributions before and after
Hilbert curve resampling.
3. We introduce the stratified multiple-descendant growth (SMG) method for constructing a
trial distribution in forward sampling. SMG makes use of the Hilbert space-filling curve to
probe the space more consistently in terms of the Wasserstein metric, which we show in
simulations can greatly improve the performance of SMC, especially if combined with Hilbert
curve resampling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some relevant notations, definitions, and formula-
tions are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we prove the equivalence of several aforementioned
resampling approaches in the one dimensional case. In Section 4, we give upper bounds for the
resampling error of Hilbert curve resampling in terms of both variance and Wasserstein distance. In
Section 5, we describe the SMG algorithm in detail and explain why it enables one to better explore
the space. Numerical studies are carried out in Section 6. Section 7 wraps up the paper with some
important open problems. With few exceptions, proofs are deferred to the appendix.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notations
We use superscript to denote the temporal notation (i.e., the step or iteration) and subscript for
the sample index; the temporal notations are omitted for the sake of clarity whenever there is no
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confusion. The target distribution is denoted as pi(x), while g(x) denotes the trial distribution in
the sense of importance sampling, which is constructed in a forward sampling (growth) fashion in
SMC. When written without a subscript, X and W mean (X1, X2, . . . , Xn) and (W1,W2, . . . ,Wn)
for an appropriate n, and the set of tuples (Xj ,Wj)nj=1 refers to a set of weighted samples, where
Wj ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , n, and unless stated otherwise, the Wj ’s are normalized so that
∑n
j=1Wj = 1.
We use X˜1, X˜2, · · · , X˜m to denote the equally weighed samples after resampling, so that in some
sense,
m∑
i=1
1
m
δX˜i ≈
n∑
j=1
WjδXj ,
where δx denotes the Dirac measure at point x. If Xj ∈ X for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, we use X n to denote
the space in which X lives. We use Z ∼ Multinomial(1, y, p) to mean that P(Z = yi) = pi, where
p is a probability vector. We write md(·) for the Lebesgue measure in d dimensions. The standard
L2 norm is denoted as ‖ · ‖. For a vector a, diag(a) represents the diagonal matrix with the ith
diagonal element being ai. For a real number u, buc denotes the greatest integer less than or equal
to u.
2.2 Sequential Monte Carlo
To set up future analyses, we here describe a generic SMC procedure. Let the target distribution
pi(x) be supported in a T -dimensional space, which can be viewed as a joint distribution of a
sequence of variables, say pi(x(1:T )). We can sample sequentially from a sequence of distributions
{pit(x(1:t))}Tt=1, where piT = pi.
We can decompose pi(x) as
pi(x(1:T )) = pi1(x
(1))
pi2(x
(1:2))
pi1(x(1))
· · · piT (x
(1:T ))
piT−1(x(1:T−1))
.
Suppose the trial sampling distribution is constructed as
g(x(1:T )) = g1(x
(1))g2(x
(2) | x(1)) · · · gT (x(T ) | x(1:T−1)),
which may be selected as a Markov sequence in some problems for computational convenience.
Given the target and trial distributions, the importance weight is
w(x(1:T )) =
piT (x
(1:T ))
g1(x(1))g2(x(2) | x(1)) · · · gT (x(T ) | x(1:T−1))
.
While sampling sequentially, the importance weight can be updated recursively:
w(t)(x(1:t)) = w(t−1)(x(1:t−1))
pit(x
(1:t))
pit−1(x(1:t−1))gt(x(t) | x(1:t−1))
.
Combined with resampling mentioned in Section 1, a generic SMC algorithm, also known as SISR,
is outlined in Algorithm 1.
In a state-space model, we have
Y (t) |
(
X(1:t) = x(1:t), Y (1:t−1)
)
∼ py(· | x(t)),
X(t) |
(
X(1:t−1) = x(1:t−1), Y (1:t−1)
)
∼ px(· | x(t−1)), t = 2, · · · , T,
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Algorithm 1: Sequential importance sampling with resampling (SISR).
Input: A sequence of target distributions {pit(x(1:t))}Tt=1
Output: weighted particles (X(1:T )i ,W
(T )
i )1≤i≤n
At time t = 1,
Draw X(1)1 , · · · , X(1)n from g1(X(1)).
Calculate and normalize the importance weight:
W
(1)
j ∝
pi1(X
(1)
j )
g1(X
(1)
j )
.
Resample X˜(1)1 , X˜
(1)
2 , · · · , X˜(1)n from X(1)1 , · · · , X(1)n with probabilities W (1)1 , · · · ,W (1)n ,
and reweight the samples X˜(1)1 , X˜
(1)
2 , · · · , X˜(1)n equally with 1/n.
Let X(1)j = X˜
(1)
j for j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
for t = 2 to T do
Draw X(t)j from gt(X
(t) | X(1:t−1)j ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , n conditionally independently.
Calculate and normalize the importance weight:
W
(t)
j ∝
pit
(
X
(1:t)
j
)
pit−1
(
X
(1:t−1)
j
)
gt
(
X
(t)
j | X(1:t−1)j
)
if t < T then
Resample X˜(1:t)1 , X˜
(1:t)
2 , · · · , X˜(1:t)n from X(1:t)1 , · · · , X(1:t)n with probabilities
W
(t)
1 , · · · ,W (t)n , and reweight the samples X˜(1:t)1 , X˜(1:t)2 , · · · , X˜(1:t)n equally with 1/n.
Let X(1:t)j = X˜
(1:t)
j .
end
end
Return (X(1:T )i ,W
(T )
i )1≤i≤n
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where px and py represent distributions as well as density functions, X(1), · · · , X(T ) are unobserved
hidden states, and Y (1), · · · , Y (T ) are the observed sequence of variables. The filtering problem
focuses on the target distribution
piT (x
(1:T )) ∝
T∏
t=1
[
px(x
(t) | x(t−1))py(y(t) | x(t))
]
.
While implementing SISR in such a state-space model, the trial distribution at each step can be
naturally (or naïvely) chosen as
gt(x
(t) | x(t−1)) = px(x(t) | x(t−1)),
and thus the corresponding importance weight can be updated as w(t) ∝ w(t−1)py(y(t) | x(t)).
2.3 Resampling matrix
Suppose we have weighted particles (Wj , Xj)nj=1 with weights summing to one. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the Xj ’s are distinct since we can always merge particles with identical
values and add up their weights. Consider the family of resampling methods indexed by a matrix
Pm×n, where the new unweighted particles (X˜i)mi=1 are sampled independently from
X˜i | X,W ∼ Multinomial(1, X, (pi1, pi2, . . . , pin)),
and P has non-negative entries with
∑m
i=1 pij = mWj and
∑n
j=1 pij = 1. Note that permutating
P ’s rows does not change the resampling scheme. It can be easily verified that such a resampling
strategy is unbiased, which means that for any φ we have
E
[
1
m
m∑
i=1
φ(X˜i) | X,W
]
=
1
m
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
pijφ(Xj) =
n∑
j=1
Wjφ(Xj).
We use Pm,W to denote the set of all matrices of this form and the set of all corresponding re-
sampling methods, with slight abuse of notation. We call this collection of resampling methods
matrix resampling methods, which also appears in Reich (2013) and Webber (2019). Most available
resampling methods, as listed below, fit into this framework.
• Multinomial resampling. Each X˜i is an i.i.d. sample from the multinomial distribution
Multinomial(1, X,W ). This corresponds to pij = Wj for i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , n, as shown
in Figure 2(a).
• Stratified resampling. Let Ui ∼ Unif
(
i−1
m ,
i
m
]
, independently for i = 1, . . . ,m, and sample
X˜i = Xj if Ui ∈
(
j−1∑
k=1
Wk,
j∑
k=1
Wk
]
.
See Figure 1 for an illustration of stratified resampling. Stratified resampling corresponds to
a staircase matrix; see Figure 2(b) for an example and Definition 1 for a formal definition.
• Residual resampling. First, make bmWjc copies of Xj for all j = 1, . . . , n; then, apply
multinomial or stratified resampling (corresponding to Figure 2(c) and (d), respectively) for
drawing the rest m−∑nj=1bmWjc particles with W˜j ∝ mWj − bmWjc.
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W1 = 0.3 W2 = 0.3 W3 = 0.1 W4 = 0.2 W5 = 0.1
Figure 1: Illustration of stratified resampling. First line up the weights, then divide the interval
into m equal parts, uniformly choose one point from each subinterval and record in which weight’s
region it lands. In the presented example where m = 4, n = 5, particles 1 and 5 are resampled once,
particle 2 is resampled twice and particles 3 and 4 are discarded.
0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1
0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1
0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1
0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1

(a) Multinomial Resampling

1
0.2 0.8
0.4 0.4 0.2
0.6 0.4

(b) Stratified Resampling
1
1
0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2
0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2

(c) Multinomial Residual Resampling

1
1
0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2
0.6 0.4

(d) Stratified Residual Resampling
Figure 2: Examples of resampling matrices with m = 4 and n = 5, and particle weights
(W1,W2,W3,W4,W5) = (0.3, 0.3, 0.1, 0.2, 0.1).
2.4 Criteria for choosing resampling schemes
To choose from the set of valid resampling procedures, we need some measure of goodness of a
resampling procedure. Let P =
∑n
j=1WjδXj and P˜ =
∑m
i=1m
−1δX˜i . It is natural to favor a stable
process, where P˜ is close to P. Explicitly, we want to minimize E[`(P, P˜) | X,W ] for a loss function
`. As examples, several possible loss functions are given below.
Conditional variance. By picking `(P, P˜) to be (EP[φ(X)]−EP˜[φ(X)])2, we use the conditional
variance Var[m−1
∑m
i=1 φ(X˜i) | X,W ] as a measure of goodness. It is straightforward to verify that
VarP
[
1
m
m∑
i=1
φ(X˜i) | X,W
]
=
1
m2
φ>
(
m · diag{W1,W2, · · · ,Wn} − P>P
)
φ (1)
where φ = (φ(X1), φ(X2), · · · , φ(Xn))> and the subscript P means resampling according to matrix
P .
Energy distance. We can choose ` to be the squared energy distance, which has the advantage of
explicit expression and the property that the energy distance is zero if and only if two distributions
are the same. The energy distance between distributions P1 and P2 is defined as the square root of
D2(P1,P2) = 2E[‖Y1 − Y2‖]− E[‖Y1 − Y ′1‖]− E[‖Y2 − Y ′2‖],
where Y1, Y ′1 follow P1, Y2, Y ′2 follow P2 and the four random variables are independent.
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Wasserstein distance. The Wasserstein distance between distributions P1 and P2 is defined as
Wp(P1,P2) =
(
inf
γ∈Γ(P1,P2)
E(Y1,Y2)∼γ [‖Y1 − Y2‖p]
)1/p
, p ≥ 1,
where Γ(P1,P2) denotes all probability measures that admit P1 and P2 as its marginal distributions.
In Section 3, we prove that minimizing the conditional variance and expected squared energy
distance are equivalent in the one dimensional case, both of which can be reached by ordered
stratified resampling (i.e., stratified resampling on the sorted particles). In Section 4, we give upper
bounds for conditional variance and expected Wasserstein distance for ordered stratified resampling,
where the particles are sorted according the Hilbert curve in multiple dimensions.
2.5 Weighted resampling
We briefly pause to discuss a more flexible resampling objective and strategy as suggested in Liu
et al. (2001). Suppose at time t − 1 we have a set of weighted particles (Xj ,Wj)nj=1, which can
be treated as a discrete representation of pit−1. We can generate another discrete representation as
follows:
• Pick a probability vector (a1, a2, . . . , an). For i in 1, . . . ,m, let X˜i be independently sampled
from
X˜i | X,W ∼ Multinomial(1, X, (a1, a2, . . . , an)),
Assign the new weight associated with this particle as W˜i = Wj/aj .
• Return the new representation (X˜i, W˜i)mi=1.
By letting aj = Wj , this weighted resampling is exactly the resampling in Algorithm 1. In this
case, all the weights can be fully rejuvenated while bringing a non-negligible variance. In another
case, by choosing different aj , for example, aj ∝
√
Wj , one can reduce the resampling variance at
the cost of less balanced weights. It is unclear how to find an optimal trade-off between reducing
randomness brought by resampling and balancing the particle weights.
As a heuristic analysis, we consider a one-step variance for SMC in the following setting. Con-
sider a special sub-class of the resampling weights: aj ∝ W γj , where γ ∈ R. Suppose we resample
(X
(1:t−1)
j ,W
(t−1)
j )
n
j=1 into (X˜
(1:t−1)
i , W˜
(t−1)
i )
m
i=1 with aj ∝W γj , and (X(1:t)i ,W (t)i )mi=1 are the weighted
particles after an SMC growth step with trial distribution g. For an estimand function φ, we can
obtain (see Appendix C for derivation)
Var
[
m∑
i=1
W
(t)
i φ(X
(t)
i ) | X,W
]
= m
n∑
j=1
W 2−γj Cj
n∑
j=1
W γj + constant,
where both
Cj =
∫
pit ((Xj , x))
2 φ(x)2
pit−1 (Xj)2 g (x | Xj)
dx
and the constant term do not depend on γ. We have omitted the superscript for step t− 1 to ease
the notations.
Note that if Cj is roughly “independent” of Wj , so
∑n
j=1W
2−γ
j Cj ≈
∑n
j=1W
2−γ
j (
∑n
j=1Cj/n),
then the best γ is 1 by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, which corresponds to equal weights after
resampling. If Cj is roughly “positively correlated” with Wj (e.g., Cj ≈Wαj , α > 0), the optimal γ
should be larger than 1, and vice versa. Since we generally know very little about Cj , γ = 1 is a
reasonable choice.
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3 Optimal resampling in one dimension
A good resampling scheme should naturally incorporate the information of the state values Xj ’s,
since the loss function usually depends on them. In this section, we show that, by incorporating
the Xj ’s value information, the stratified resampling method minimizes several objectives proposed
in the literature. Note that in this section, we consider the case where the particles take values in
a one dimensional space. For example, resampling in a state-space model where the hidden state
at each step is one-dimensional. In this case, we can focus on the last dimension of each particle,
since the other components will not affect the future.
3.1 Stratified resampling matrix
To study the stratified resampling matrix, we first define the staircase matrix. This will help
with understanding why ordering the states before applying stratified resampling can lower the
resampling variance.
Definition 1 (Staircase matrix). We call a matrix P staircase matrix if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(1) In each row and column of P , non-zero entries are consecutive. In other words, if pij1 6= 0
and pij2 6= 0 for j1 < j2, then for all j1 < j < j2, pij 6= 0, and similarly for the columns.
(2) For any quadruplet (i, j, k, l) such that i < k, j < l, at least one of pil and pkj is 0.
...
...
· · · pij · · · pil · · ·
...
...
· · · pkj · · · pkl · · ·
...
...
It is not hard to see that the matrix of stratified resampling is a staircase matrix up to row
permutation. A staircase matrix has at most n+m− 1 non-negative entries and has a clear spatial
structure which looks like the following:
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗
∗
∗ ∗

The non-negative entries form a path (allowing diagonal moves) from the top left entry to the
bottom right entry.
Lemma 1. Suppose P is an m by n matrix with m,n > 2,
∑n
i=1 pij > 0 for all j, and
∑n
j=1 pij > 0
for all i, then in Definition 1, (2) implies (1).
Lemma 2. For m,n > 2, there can only be one unique m by n staircase matrix that has non-negative
entries and satisfies:
n∑
j=1
pij = ri > 0 and
m∑
i=1
pij = cj > 0
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By Lemma 2, the staircase resampling matrix is unique given the weights for each particles.
Then we can define a stratified resampling matrix.
Definition 2 (Stratified resampling matrix). We call a matrix P SRm,W the stratified resampling matrix
of a set of weighted particles (Xj ,Wj)nj=1 if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) P SRm,W ∈ Pm,W .
(2) P SRm,W can be converted to a staircase matrix after some row permutation.
3.2 Minimizing resampling variance
If the goal is to estimate E[φ(X)], then ordering the states by the function φ and then applying
stratified resampling gives the minimum variance. This result is noted in Webber (2019), although
it seems that only a proof that ordered stratified sampling gives a local maximum is provided. We
build upon their idea and offer a detailed proof that it is indeed the global maximum. Following
equation (1), we see minimizing the conditional variance is equivalent to maximizing
m∑
i=1
(
n∑
j=1
pijφ(Xj))
2 = ‖Pφ‖22 = φ>P>Pφ, with φ = (φ(X1), φ(X2), . . . , φ(Xn))>.
Theorem 1. Let φ be an n-dimensional vector with distinct elements in increasing order, then the
stratified resampling matrix P SRm,W solves
arg max
P∈Pm,W
φ>P>Pφ (2)
and thus minimizes the resampling variance.
Remark. The problem of finding the solution of (2) is a concave minimization problem, which is
very expensive to solve in practice. Knowing that the solution is the ordered stratified resampling
matrix drastically simplifies the optimization task.
3.3 Minimizing expected squared energy distance
Interestingly, we observe the following result regarding the energy distance. For simplicity of nota-
tions, we assume X1 < X2 < · · ·Xn, without loss of generality.
Theorem 2. For particles (Xj ,Wj)nj=1 with X1 < X2 < · · ·Xn, resampling defined by P SRm,W
minimizes the expected squared energy distance among resampling methods in Pm,W .
Note that the squared energy distance admits an explicit expression in one dimension. By some
algebra, we find that Lemma 3 enables us to convert the problem of minimizing expected squared
energy distance to a simpler problem.
Lemma 3. In the setting of Theorem 2, the solution to the following optimization problems mini-
mizes the expected squared energy distance:
arg max
P∈Pm,W
n−1∑
k=1
(Xk+1 −Xk) m∑
i=1
 k∑
j=1
pij
2 .
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We now provide a very short and succinct proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let P SRm,W = (p
∗
ij) be the ordered stratified resampling matrix. We will prove
that for any k and any P = (pij) ∈ Pm,W ,
m∑
i=1
 k∑
j=1
p∗ij
2 ≥ m∑
i=1
 k∑
j=1
pij
2 .
The result then follows from Lemma 3. Since
∑m
i=1
(∑k
j=1 pij
)
= m
∑k
j=1Wj and 0 ≤
∑k
j=1 pij ≤
1, the sum of squares attains its maximum when [m
∑k
j=1Wj ] of them are 1, one of them is
m
∑k
j=1Wj − [m
∑k
j=1Wj ], and the rest are 0. It can be easily checked that (p
∗
ij) satisfies this
condition and thus solves the optimization problem.
3.4 Minimizing the earth mover’s distance
When m = n, i.e., the number of particles remains the same after resampling, a view from coupling
can be adopted. A matrix P ∈ Pn,W defines a “coupling” between
∑n
j=1WjδXj and
∑n
j=1 n
−1δXj
(i.e., a joint distribution that retains the two given marginals): n−1
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1 pijδ(Xi,Xj) . Perhaps
due to this fact, Reich (2013) proposes a resampling method based on optimal transport. With our
notations, the optimization problem is equivalent to
arg min
P∈Pn,W
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
pij`(Xi, Xj) = E
 n∑
j=1
`(Xj , X
∗
j ) | X,W

Here, the loss function is usually taken to be the squared Euclidean distance. We consider a more
general case where ` is any strictly convex function and m and n are not necessarily equal.
Theorem 3. Let φ be an n-dimensional vector with distinct elements in increasing order and ψ be
an m-dimensional vector with distinct elements in increasing order. Then, the stratified resampling
matrix P SRm,W solves
arg min
P∈Pm,W
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
pij`(ψi − φj),
where ` is a strictly convex function.
Remark 1. It is well known that optimal transport in one dimension has explicit solutions of the
above form. For example, Theorem 2.18 in Villani (2008) proves the case of quadratic loss, in which
case we obtain that ordered stratified resampling matrix minimizes
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 pij(ψi − φj)2 for all
choices of m and ψ. This means that in the original definition of optimal transport resampling, the
choice of pairing Xj and X∗j for calculating loss is not essential in one dimension.
Remark 2. The computation cost of an exact algorithm to optimize the earth mover’s distance
is of order O(n3 log n). Some approximation approaches give a relaxed solution with computational
complexity of order O(n2) (Cuturi 2013; Benamou et al. 2015). Despite the significant reduction
of computation cost, O(n2) is still prohibitively expensive for large n, especially for long sequences.
Theorem 3 shows that if the dimension at each step is one, optimal transport resampling can be
solved in an order of O(n log n), which is merely the order for sorting the particles.
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4 Error of ordered stratified resampling
In this section, we analyze the error induced by ordered stratified resampling.
4.1 One-dimensional case
Theorem 4. Suppose one-dimensional particles (X˜i)mi=1 is resampled with ordered stratified resam-
pling from (Xj ,Wj)nj=1, then for any Lipschitz function φ with coefficient Lφ,
Var
[
1
m
m∑
i=1
φ(X˜i) | X,W
]
≤ L
2
φ
4m2
( max
1≤i≤n
Xi − min
1≤i≤n
Xi)
2.
We include the proof of this theorem in the main text because it is succinct and provides some
intuition on the role played by stratification.
Proof of Theorem 4. Without loss of generality, suppose X1 < X2 < · · · < Xn and P is a stair-
case weight matrix corresponding to stratified resampling. Each X∗i can only take values in
Xil, Xil+1, · · · , Xir, with
X1 = X1l ≤ · · · ≤ Xi−1,r ≤ Xil ≤ Xir ≤ Xi+1,l ≤ · · · ≤ Xnr = Xn.
Hence,
Var
[
1
m
m∑
i=1
φ(X˜i) | X,W
]
=
1
m2
m∑
i=1
Var
[
φ(X˜i) | X,W
]
≤ 1
m2
m∑
i=1
1
4
max
x,y∈[Xir,Xil]
(φ(x)− φ(y))2 (Popoviciu’s inequality on variances)
≤ 1
m2
m∑
i=1
1
4
max
x,y∈[Xir,Xil]
L2φ(x− y)2 =
L2φ
4m2
m∑
i=1
(Xir −Xil)2
≤ L
2
φ
4m2
(Xn −X1)
n∑
i=1
(Xir −Xil) =
L2φ
4m2
(Xn −X1)2.
Remark. We here provide some intuition behind ordered stratified sampling. Since the new
particles are sampled independently, we only need to make sure that each new particle brings in
little randomness. It is easy to see from the staircase structure of the resampling matrix that each
X∗i takes value in a sequence of consecutive Xj ’s. Since the original particles have been ordered, this
sequence of Xj ’s are close to each other in the space. Together with the fact that φ is Lipschitz, we
see that for each i, φ(X˜i) is bounded in a small region. In the next section, we see that this intuition
regarding spacial ordering of the Xj ’s also provides useful suggestions for conducting resampling in
multiple-dimensional cases.
4.2 Multidimensional case
There are many cases where the particles to be resampled are multidimensional. One example is
the state-space model where the hidden state at each step is multidimensional (e.g., the tracking
problem in Section 6.2). Moving away from state-space models, we might want to resample the
whole path because we care about not only the marginal posterior distributions, but the joint
distribution as well (e.g., see Section 6.1).
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4.2.1 Hilbert curve and its properties
In multiple dimensions, it has been noticed that the Hilbert space-filling curve (Hilbert 1935) can
help lower the sampling variance (Gerber and Chopin 2015; He and Owen 2016; Gerber et al. 2019).
In particular, Gerber et al. (2019) used the Hilbert curve in the context of resampling. They showed
that the resampling variance for Lipschitz functions withm particles is of order O(m−(1+1/d)), where
d is the number of dimensions. We improve this bound to O(m−(1+2/d)) and show that this new rate
is the best for ordered stratified resampling schemes with any ordering, as conjectured in Gerber
et al. (2019).
A d-dimensional Hilbert curve is a continuous function H : [0, 1] → [0, 1]d. Its most important
properties relevant to our tasks are as follows:
• H is surjective.
• H is Hölder continuous with exponent 1/d (He and Owen 2016):
‖H(x)−H(y)‖ ≤ 2√d+ 3|x− y|1/d.
• H is measure-preserving. For each Lebesgue measurable I ⊆ [0, 1], m1(I) = md(H(I)).
The Hilbert curve is defined as the limit of a sequence of curves; see Figure 3 for an illustration
in two and three dimensions. Many software packages can efficiently convert between x and H(x)
(e.g., the Python package hilbertcurve). We omit here the rigorous definition of Hilbert curves and
refer interested readers to Sagan (2012). For the purpose of resampling, the most relevant property
is the Hölder continuity. This ensures that H(I), the image of an interval I ⊆ [0, 1], has its diameter
bounded above by 2
√
d+ 3 ·m1(I)1/d. As an illustration, we plot the images of H([i/k, (i+ 1)/k])
for i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 and k = 5, 6, 7, 8 in Figure 4.
(a) H2,1 (b) H2,2 (c) H2,3 (d) H2,4
(e) H3,1 (f) H3,2 (g) H3,3 (h) H3,4
Figure 3: Hilbert curves of the first four orders in two and three dimensions.
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(a) Five parts. (b) Six parts. (c) Seven parts. (d) Eight parts.
Figure 4: The unit square divided into several parts with equal areas based on the Hilbert curve.
4.2.2 Hilbert curve resampling
Now we formally introduce the Hilbert curve resampling first proposed in Gerber et al. (2019).
Proposition 2 in Gerber et al. (2019) says that there exists a one-to-one Borel measurable function
h : [0, 1]d → [0, 1] such that H(h(x)) = x for all x ∈ [0, 1]d. The resampling procedure is simply
sorting the particles so (h(Xj))nj=1 is in ascending order, and then applying stratified resampling.
Note that in one dimension this reduces to ordered stratified sampling. Following the intuition in
the one-dimensional case, each new particle is bounded in a small region in [0, 1]d due to the Hölder
continuity of H, which limits the variability of X˜i. See Figure 5 for an illustration. Theorem 5
gives an upper bound on the resampling variance, which is an improved bound compared to the one
reported in Theorem 5 in Gerber et al. (2019).
(a) n = 200 particles resampled into m = 20. (b) n = 200 particles resampled into m = 30.
Figure 5: The unit square divided into m parts based on the Hilbert curve and the particle weights.
Size of the point represents their particle weight. Each region contains particles with weights
summing to one (neighbouring regions divide weights of the particles on the boundary).
Theorem 5. Let φ : [0, 1]d → [0, 1], d > 1, be a Lipschitz function with Lipschitz coefficient Lφ. If
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(Xj)
n
j=1 is sorted in an ascending order by the value of h(Xj), then stratified sampling satisifies
VarHC-strat
[
1
m
m∑
i=1
φ(X˜i) | X,W
]
≤ (d+ 3)L
2
φ
m1+2/d
.
Remark 1. The exponent 1+2/d improves the original rate 1+1/d shown in Gerber et al. (2019).
Remark 2. It is conjectured in Gerber et al. (2019) that the Hilbert curve is the best choice for
ordering the particles. For clarity, we take the Lipschitz coefficient to be 1 and m = n. Define the
space of valid probability vector as
∆n =
(w1, w2, . . . , wn) ∈ Rn :
n∑
j=1
wj = 1, wi ≥ 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
 .
Theorem 5 implies that
lim sup
n→∞
n1+
2
d sup
X∈[0,1]d×n
sup
W∈∆n
sup
φ∈Φd
VarHC-strat
[
1
n
n∑
i=1
φ(X˜i) | X,W
]
≤ d+ 3.
We show in Proposition 1 that no other ordering rule will improve the exponent 1 + 2/d.
Proposition 1. Let Φd be the set of 1-Lipschitz functions from [0, 1]d to [0, 1], d > 1. Let o(x) :
[0, 1]d → [0, 1] be a one-to-one function. The stratified sampling procedure after ordering particles
by o satisfies
lim sup
n→∞
n1+
2
d sup
X∈[0,1]d×n
sup
W∈∆n
sup
φ∈Φd
Varo-strat
[
1
n
n∑
i=1
φ(X˜i) | X,W
]
≥ 1
27d
.
Hilbert resampling is also stable in terms of the Wasserstein distance, as stated in Theorem 6.
The Wasserstein distance is arguably a more intuitive notion to measure the stability of a resampling
algorithm than conditional variance. When p ≤ d, Theorem 6 is intuitively optimal, since m balls
with radius of the order 1/m1/d are needed to cover the space.
Theorem 6. Under d-dimensional Hilbert curve resampling, d ≥ 1, the Wasserstein distanceWp be-
tween P˜ =
∑m
i=1m
−1δX˜i and P =
∑n
j=1WjδXj is almost surely upper bounded by 2
√
d+ 3m
− 1
max(p,d) .
5 Multiple-descendant growth
In this section, we discuss the multiple-descendant growth. Let r be a positive integer. At each
step after resampling, conditional on the unweighted particles at the previous generation X˜(1:t−1)1:n ,
we sample for each particle X(1:t−1)i independently r descendants:
X
(t)
ij | X˜(1:t−1)i ∼ g(· | X˜(1:t−1)i ), j = 1, . . . , r; i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (3)
The multiple-descendant growth can be thought of as making r copies of each particle and each
of them having an independent descendant. To probe the space more stably, instead of picking the
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same g for each j, we can do this in a stratified manner. In the discrete case, this is similar to take
each possible value exactly one time (Fearnhead and Clifford 2003).
In the interest of clarity, we now suppose the support of each g(· | X˜(1:t−1)i ) is X = [0, 1]d and
is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. This constraint is not essential and
SMG can be similarly defined when g has unbounded support. Pick 0 = si,0 ≤ si,1 ≤ · · · ≤ si,r−1 ≤
si,r = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n such that∫
H([si,j−1,si,j ])
g(x | X˜(1:t−1)i ) dx =
1
r
; j = 1, 2, . . . , r; i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (4)
Now we introduce stratified multiple-descendant growth (SMG).
Definition 3 (SMG). Conditional on the unweighted particles X˜(1:t−1)1:n , independently sample
X¯
(t)
ij | X˜(1:t−1)1:n ∼ g(· | X˜(1:t−1)i )
I(H([si,j−1, si,j ]))
1/r
; j = 1, . . . , r; i = 1, . . . , n,
where the si,j’s satisfy (4) and I(A) means the indicator function on A.
Here we use X¯ to distinguish SMG particles from the vanilla multiple-descendent growth. The-
orem 7 shows that SMG is unbiased and more stable that i.i.d. multiple-descendant growth.
Theorem 7. Following Definition 3, define the unnormalized weights as
W¯
(t)
ij = I (H([si,j−1, si,j ]))
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , X¯
(t)
ij
))
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
)
g
(
X¯
(t)
ij | X˜(1:t−1)i
)
for j = 1, . . . , r, i = 1, . . . , n. We have,
(1) For any Borel-measurable function h on X = [0, 1]d and 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1
r
E
 r∑
j=1
W¯
(t)
ij h(X¯
(t)
ij ) | X˜(1:t−1)i
 = ∫
X
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , x
))
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
) h(x) dx .
(2) Almost surely, SMG satisfies
Wp
 1
rn
n∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
δ
X¯
(t)
ij
,
1
n
n∑
i=1
g
(
· | X˜(1:t−1)i
) ≤ 2√d+ 3
r1/max(p,d)
.
(3) With the same trial distribution g, suppose (X(1:t)ij ,W
(t)
ij )1≤i≤n,1≤j≤r are the weighted samples
through the vanilla multiple-descendant growth defined in (3), where the weights are defined as
W
(t)
ij =
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , X
(t)
ij
))
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
)
g
(
X
(t)
ij | X˜(1:t−1)i
)
without normalization. Then for a Borel-measureable function h on X = [0, 1]d we have
Var
 n∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
W
(t)
ij h(X
(t)
ij ) | X˜(1:t−1)1:n
 ≥ Var
 n∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
W¯
(t)
ij h(X¯
(t)
ij ) | X˜(1:t−1)1:n
 ,
as long as both sides are well-defined.
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X˜(1:t−1)1
X(1:t)1,1
X(1:t)1,2
X(1:t)1,3
X˜(1:t−1)n
X(1:t)n,1
X(1:t)n,2
X(1:t)n,3
…
X˜(1:t)1
X(1:t+1)1,1
X(1:t+1)1,2
X(1:t+1)1,3
X˜(1:t)n
X(1:t+1)n,1
X(1:t+1)n,2
X(1:t+1)n,3
…Resampling Resampling… …
Figure 6: Illustration of multiple-descendant growth.
In the general case where pit is supported on Rd, we can choose g to be a multivariate Gaussian
distribution as in Algorithm 2. The multivariate Gaussian distribution is a particularly convenient
choice, because we can easily construct it from the uniform distribution on [0, 1]d via a one-to-one
transformation.
Algorithm 2: Gaussian stratified multiple-descendant growth (GSMG).
Input: pit−1, pit, X˜
(1:t−1)
1:n , Gaussian parameters µ,Σ, number of descendants r
Output: weighted particles (X¯(t)ij , W¯
(t)
ij )1≤i≤n,1≤j≤r
for i = 1 to n do
Independently sample Ui1, Ui2, . . . , Uir with Uij ∼ Unif[(j − 1)/r, j/r].
Set X¯(t)ij = µ+ Σ
1/2(Φ−1(u1ij),Φ
−1(u2ij), . . . ,Φ
−1(udij))
>, where Φ is the cumulative
distribution function of the standard Gaussian distribution and
(u1ij , u
2
ij , . . . , u
d
ij) = H(Uij).
Calculate and normalize weights:
W¯
(t)
ij ∝
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , X¯
(t)
ij
))
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
)
ϕ
(
X¯
(t)
ij ;µ,Σ
) ,
where ϕ(x;µ,Σ) denotes the probability density function of N (µ,Σ).
end
Return (X¯(t)ij , W¯
(t)
ij )1≤i≤n,1≤j≤r
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6 Numerical studies
In this section, we report some simulation results to demonstrate our proposed method. Further sim-
ulation details can be found in Appendix B. We report the average runtimes, while the experiments
were carried out with parallelization on different machines. Source code can be found at https:
//github.com/junliulab/smg with notebook tutorials at http://wenshuow.github.io/smg.
6.1 Sampling from a high-dimensional distribution
In this section, we consider sampling from a T -dimensional distribution. We include a detailed
version of the algorithm here, since it is a bit different from the state-space models. We take
our target distribution to be the mixture fT = 0.5N (31T , IT ) + 0.5N (−31T , IT ), where 1p is a
p-dimensional vector with all 1’s. Let ft = 0.5N (31t, It) + 0.5N (−31t, It).
1. Let t = 1 and sample X(1)1 , . . . , X
(1)
n
i.i.d.∼ N (0, 32); let W (1)i = f1(X(1)i )/ϕ3(X(1)i ), where ϕ3 is
the density of N (0, 32), and then normalize the weights. Resample (X(1)i ,W (1)i )ni=1 via Hilbert
curve resampling and denote the unweighted particles again as X(1)1:n.
2. From t = 2 to t = T , for eachX(1:t−1)i , sample r N (0, 32) random variablesX(t)i1 , . . . , X(t)ir either
independently or by stratification. Let W (t)ij = ft(X
(1:t−1)
i , X
(t)
ij )/(ft−1(X
(1:t−1)
i )ϕ3(X
(t)
ij ))
and then normalize the weights. If t < T , resample
(
(X
(1:t−1)
i , X
(t)
ij ),W
(t)
ij
)
1≤i≤n,1≤j≤r
to n
particles via Hilbert curve resampling and denote the unweighted particles again as X(1:t)1:n . If
t = T , return
(
(X
(1:t−1)
i , X
(t)
ij ),W
(t)
ij
)
1≤i≤n,1≤j≤r
.
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Figure 7: Sampling from a high-dimensional target distribution with 1, 000 particles and 4 descen-
dants or 4, 000 particles and 1 descendant. Numbers below resampling methods indicate average
runtimes measured in seconds.
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Results are summarized in Figure 7. It can be seen that SMG outperforms i.i.d. multiple-descendant
growth, which is close to the results of one-descendant growth with r times the amount of particles
when T is moderately large.
6.2 Terrain navigation
Terrain navigation is a problem with many applications. In a typical terrain navigation problem, an
airplane is flying over terrain with known structure and it uses the elevation to estimate its current
position.
We conduct simulations of the terrain navigation problem mentioned in Section 1. We take the
model and data (a topographical map of a Colorado region) from Givens and Hoeting (2013). Let
X(t) ∈ R2 be the true location of the plane at time t, h(z) be the true elevation at location z, Y (t)
be the observed elevation at time t, d(t) be the measured shift by the inertial navigation system.
Let X(0) be known, and the hidden Markov model is defined through
X(t) = X(t−1) + d(t) + (t),
X(t) = h(X(t)) + δ(t),
where (t) and δ(t) are independent Gaussian error processes representing the error in drift and
elevation measurement, respectively. We are interested in pit(X(t) | Y (1:t)). Figure 8(a) illustrates
one simulation example, where SMC was run with 100-particle multinomial resampling and i.i.d. 4-
descendant growth. Figure 8(b) contains box plots of log(MSE) for six different SMC procedures over
960 independent runs; 500 particles were used with 4-descendant growth. Hilbert curve resampling
outperforms residual and multinomial resampling, and SMG further lowers the MSE drastically
compared to i.i.d. stratified multiple-descendant growth. MSE is defined as the empirical version
of (2T )−1
∑T
t=1 E[‖Xˆ(t) −X(t)‖2], where Xˆ(t) is the weighted average of the particles at step t.
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Figure 8: (a) One simulation example. The background represents ground elevations indicated by
the color bar; (b) simulation results. Numbers below resampling methods are average runtimes in
seconds.
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6.3 Stochastic volatility
We consider a multivariate stochastic volatility (MSV) model (Harvey et al. 1994). Let Σ be a p×p
matrix with Σij = ρ|i−j|, X(1) ∼ N (0,Σ) and
X(t) | X(1:t−1) ∼ N
(
αX(t−1),Σ
)
,
Y (t) | X(1:t), Y (1:t−1) ∼ N
(
0, β2 diag(exp(X(t)))
)
,
where exp(X(t)) represents the elementwise application of the exponential function to the vector
X(t). If p = 1, this reduces to the standard SV model. In this section, the MSE is taken with
respect to the oracle posterior mean E[X(t) | Y (1:t)] (obtained by running SMC with 3, 000 particles
and 4-descendant SMG) instead of the true value X(t), since otherwise the difference between the
posterior mean and the true value would dominate the error.
In Figures 9 and 10, “stratified” refers to stratified resampling without ordering the particles.
In Figure 10, we compare the performances of five different resampling methods. Hilbert curve
resampling consistently performs the best out of all five, and it only takes a little more time than
multinomial resampling, residual resampling and stratified resampling. Note that in one dimension,
Hilbert curve resampling reduces to ordered stratified resampling, which is the same as optimal
transport resampling. They do not perfectly coincide in our simulations because we set the tolerance
level so that the time cost is not too large. The results are from 1, 600 independent runs with 100
particles without multiple-descendant growth, since the original optimal transport resampling does
not naturally generalize to allow multiple descendants.
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Figure 9: Stochastic volatility simulation results with one descendant. Numbers below resampling
methods indicate average time per run measured in seconds.
Figure 10 summaries results from 1, 600 independent runs with 100 particles. We see that Hilbert
curve resampling performs the best and the MSE decreases as the number of descendants grows.
SMG has lower MSE than i.i.d. multiple-descendant growth, while the gap is especially significant
when the number of dimensions is small.
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Figure 10: Stochastic volatility simulation results with multiple-descendant growth. Average run
times similar across different methods, with Hilbert curve taking slightly longer. Details are reported
in Appendix B.
6.4 Weighted Resampling
This section includes simulation results with the SV model, where we implement the weighted
resampling idea discussed in Section 2.5. It can be seen that γ = 1 is a reasonable choice, while
sometimes it seems other values of γ might give better results in terms of MSE.
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Figure 11: Stochastic volatility simulation results with one descendant and weighted resampling as
discussed in Section 2.5. MSE is estimated with 1, 600 independent runs.
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7 Discussion
This paper discussed how stratification can help improve the performance of SMC in both resampling
and growth steps. For the resampling step, we proved some optimality results for ordered stratified
sampling (in multiple dimensions, ordering is given by the Hilbert space-filling curve). For the
growth step, we proposed a way to improve the multiple-descendant growth by stratifying the space
with the Hilbert curve and discussed its theoretical properties. We provided numerical evidence to
support our method. We wish to conclude by highlighting several important unsolved problems.
• Generalized matrix resampling. We can generalize the matrix resampling framework in
Section 2.3 to allow resampled particles to carry unequal weights (e.g., the optimal resampling
introduced in Fearnhead and Clifford (2003)). Let q1:m satisfy qi ≥ 0 and
∑m
i=1 qi = 1. We can
resample according to a matrix P = (pij)m×n with non-negative entries where
∑n
j=1 pij = 1
and
∑m
i=1 qipij = Wj by conditionally independently sampling
X∗i | X,W ∼ Multinomial(1, X, (pi1, pi2, . . . , pin)), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
and then assigning X∗i the weight qi. We focus on the case with qi = 1/m in this article.
By choosing unequal qi’s, one can further reduce the resampling variance at the cost of less
balanced weights. It is unclear what an optimal trade-off might be.
• Non-matrix resampling. Not all resampling methods can be represented as a resampling
matrix. Systematic resampling (Carpenter et al. 1999) is such an example, since conditional
on the original particles the resampled particles are not independent from each other. All
criteria mentioned in Section 2.4 are also well-defined for non-matrix resampling. It would
be interesting to study a broader class of resampling methods that includes some non-matrix
resampling schemes.
• What are “correct” objectives of resampling? This article studies how to minimize
the “additional" randomness brought in by resampling to equal weights. As discussed in
Section 2.5, we may resample to just obtain a less variable weight distribution. We have dis-
cussed several criteria as measurements of randomness, but which measurement of randomness
is more “appropriate”? This is related to questions regarding why and how resampling helps
and whether there are other criteria that may help better steer the resampling. Answering
these questions in a rigorous manner may help us design better objectives for resampling and
find alternative ways to tackle the weight degeneracy problem.
• How to integrate growth and resampling? Most of the theoretical results in this paper
are within either the resampling step or the growth step. How to take into account the fact
that the two steps are intertwined is an important open problem.
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A Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. We consider the rows, and the same proof applies to the columns. Suppose
pij1 6= 0 and pij2 6= 0, j1 < j2, for j such that j1 < j < j2, if pij = 0, because
∑
s=1 psj > 0, there is
a k such that pkj > 0. If k < i, then (k, j1, i, j) is an ineligible quadruplet that contradicts (2). If
k > i, then (i, j, k, j2) is an ineligible quadruplet that contradicts (2).
Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose P = (pij)m×n and Q = (qij)m×n are both eligible staircase matrices.
If p11 6= q11, without loss of generality, assume p11 < q11, then
∑n
j=2 p1j = r1 − p11 > r1 − q11 ≥ 0.
By condition (1) in the definition of staircase matrix, p12 > 0. This actually implies that pi1 = 0
for all i > 1. However, p11 =
∑m
i=1 pi1 =
∑m
i=1 qi1 ≥ q11 > p11, which is a contradiction.
Then consider p12 and q12, suppose 0 ≤ p12 < q12, then
∑n
j=3 = p1j = r1 − p11 − p12 >
r1− q11− q12 ≥ 0. By condition (1) in the definition of staircase matrix, p13 > 0. This implies that
pi2 = 0 for all i > 1. Similarly, p12 =
∑m
i=1 pi2 =
∑m
i=1 qi1 ≥ q12 > p12, which is a contradiction.
Similarly, we can prove that p1j = q1j for each j = 1, 2, · · · , n. By induction, P = Q.
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose P maximizes t(P ) = φ>P>Pφ and
∑n
j=1 pijφj is ascending with
respect to i (note that permutation of rows in P doesn’t change the value of φ>P>Pφ). Consider
a quadruplet (i, j, k, l) such that i < k and j < l. If pil > 0 and pkj > 0, set α = min{pil, pkj} > 0,
then update the entries of P as:
pij ← pij + α pil ← pil − α
pkj ← pkj − α pkl ← pkl + α
We name the updated weight matrix as P ′, then
t(P ′)− t(P ) = (
n∑
s=1
φspis + α(φj − φl))2 + (
n∑
s=1
Xspks + α(−φj + φl))2 −
n∑
s=1
(φspis)
2 −
n∑
s=1
(φspks)
2
= 2α2(φj − φl)2 + 2α(φj − φl)(
n∑
s=1
φspis −
n∑
s=1
φspks) > 0,
since φj < φl and
∑n
s=1 φspis ≤
∑n
s=1 φspks. This would contradict the fact that P maximizes t(P ).
Hence, by Lemma 1, P is a staircase matrix.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let t(P ) =
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 pij`(ψi − φj). Let P be the matrix that minimizes
t(P ). Consider a quadruplet (i, j, k, l) such that i < k and j < l. If pil > 0 and pkj > 0, set
α = min{pil, pkj} > 0, then update the entries of P as:
pij ← pij + α pil ← pil − α
pkj ← pkj − α pkl ← pkl + α
We name the updated weight matrix as P ′, then
t(P ′)− t(P ) = α(`(ψi − φj) + `(ψk − φl)− `(ψi − φl)− `(ψk − φj)).
Since ` is convex and
(ψi − φj) + (ψk − φl) = (ψi − φl) + (ψk − φj)
|(ψi − φj)− (ψk − φl)| < |(ψi − φl)− (ψk − φj)|
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we have
`(ψi − φj) + `(ψk − φl) < `(ψi − φl) + `(ψk − φj)),
so t(P ′) < t(P ). This would contradict the fact that P is the minimizer, so such a quadruplet does
not exist. By Lemma 1, the solution P is a staircase matrix.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let d(P, P˜) =
∫∞
−∞(FP(x)−FP˜(x))2 dx, which is equal to half the squared energy
distance (Székely 2003)
E|X − Y | − E|X −X
′|+ E|Y − Y ′|
2
,
with X,X ′, Y, Y ′ independent, X,X ′ coming from P and Y, Y ′ coming from P˜. Since the Xj ’s are
ordered as X1 < X2 < · · · < Xn, we have
E[d(P, P˜) | X,W ] =
∫ ∞
−∞
E[(FP(x)− FP˜(x))2 | X,W ] dx
=
∫ ∞
−∞
(E[FP˜(x)
2 | X,W ]− FP(x)2) dx .
(5)
Note that
E[FP˜(x)
2 | X,W ] = 1
m2
E[(#{i : X˜i ≤ x})2 | X,W ]
=
1
m2
m∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
pij +
1
m2
∑
i 6=l
 k∑
j=1
pij
 k∑
j=1
plj

=
1
m
k∑
j=1
Wj︸ ︷︷ ︸
constant
+
1
m2
∑
i 6=l
 k∑
j=1
pij
 k∑
j=1
plj
 , Xk ≤ x < Xk+1.
Minimizing equation (5) now becomes minimizing
n−1∑
k=1
(Xk+1 −Xk)
∑
i 6=l
 k∑
j=1
pij
 k∑
j=1
plj

=
n−1∑
k=1
(Xk+1 −Xk)

 m∑
i=1
 k∑
j=1
pij
2 −
 m∑
i=1
 k∑
j=1
pij
2
=
n−1∑
k=1
(Xk+1 −Xk)

m
 k∑
j=1
Wj
2 −
 m∑
i=1
 k∑
j=1
pij
2 ,
which, after discarding constants, simplifies to maximizing
n−1∑
k=1
(Xk+1 −Xk)
 m∑
i=1
 k∑
j=1
pij
2 .
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Proof of Theorem 5. First note that H(x) is Hölder continuous with exponent 1/d,
‖H(x)−H(y)‖ ≤ 2√d+ 3|x− y|1/d.
With Hilbert curve stratified sampling, X˜i can only take values in Xil, Xil+1, · · · , Xir, with
h(X1) = h(X1l) ≤ · · · ≤ h(Xi−1,r) ≤ h(Xil) ≤ h(Xir) ≤ h(Xi+1,l) ≤ · · · ≤ h(Xnr) = h(Xn).
Note that
VarP
[
1
m
m∑
i=1
φ(X˜i) | X
]
=
1
m2
m∑
i=1
Var[φ(X˜i) | X] = 1
m2
m∑
i=1
Var[φ(H(h(X˜i))) | X]
≤ 1
4m2
m∑
i=1
(
max
x:h(x)∈[h(Xil),h(Xir)]
φ(x)− min
x:h(x)∈[h(Xil),h(Xir)]
φ(x)
)2
(Popoviciu’s inequality on variances)
=
1
4m2
m∑
i=1
(
max
y∈[h(Xil),h(Xir)]
φ(H(y))− min
y∈[h(Xil),h(Xir)]
φ(H(y))
)2
=
1
4m2
m∑
i=1
max
y1,y2∈[h(Xil),h(Xir)]
‖φ(H(y1))− φ(H(y2))‖2
≤ 1
4m2
m∑
i=1
max
y1,y2∈[h(Xil),h(Xir)]
L2φ‖H(y1)−H(y2)‖2
≤ L
2
φ
4m2
m∑
i=1
max
y1,y2∈[h(Xil),h(Xir)]
4(d+ 3)|y1 − y2|2/d
=
(d+ 3)L2φ
m2
m∑
i=1
(h(Xir)− h(Xil))2/d
≤ (d+ 3)L
2
φ
m2
[
m∑
i=1
((h(Xir)− h(Xil))2/d)d/2
]2/d
m1−2/d (Hölder inequality)
=
(d+ 3)L2φm
1−2/d
m2
(h(Xm)− h(X1))2/d ≤
(d+ 3)L2φ
m1+2/d
.
Proof of Proposition 1. We will prove that for all n = 2kd, where k is a positive integer and kd > 3,
there exists φ ∈ Φd, W and X such that
VarP (
1
n
n∑
i=1
φ(X˜i) | X,W ) ≥ 1
27d
1
n1+2/d
.
Let
Lk =
{
0,
1
2k
, · · · , 2
k − 1
2k
}d
be an equally spaced grid of [0, 1]d. Let X = (X1, X2, · · · , X2dk) be the sequence of points in Lk
ordered by o. Suppose
W = (W1, · · · ,W2dk) ∝ (1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2kd−1
, 2, · · · , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
2kd−1
).
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The stratified resampling matrix is
P = diag{P1, · · · , P1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2dk−1−2)/3
, P2, P3, · · · , P3︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2dk−1−2)/3
},
where
P1 =
(
2/3 1/3
1/3 2/3
)
,
P2 =

2/3 1/3
1/3 2/3
2/3 1/3
1
 ,
P3 =

1
1/3 2/3
2/3 1/3
1
 .
Let φk(X = (x1, · · · , xd)) = xk be the function that returns the kth coordinate, k = 1, 2, · · · , d.
It is easy to see that φk is 1-Lipschitz. We prove a simple lemma below.
Lemma 4. If Z is a random variable defined by
Z =
{
x, with probability 1/3,
y with probability 2/3,
where x and y are distinct points in Lk, then Var(φk(Z)) ≥ 2
−2k+1
9
for at least one k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}.
Proof of Lemma 4. By direct calculation, Var(φk(Z)) =
2
9
(xk − yk)2. Since x 6= y, at least one k
satisfies |xk − yk| ≥ 2−k.
Now the resampling variance is
d∑
k=1
1
m2
VarP
[
m∑
i=1
φk(X˜i) | X,W
]
=
1
m2
m∑
i=1
d∑
k=1
VarP
[
φk(X˜i) | X,W
]
≥ 1
m2
(2dk−4)/3∑
i=1
d∑
k=1
VarP
[
φk(X˜i) | X,W
]
≥ 1
m2
(2dk−4)/3∑
i=1
2−2k+1
9
=
1
22dk
2dk − 4
3
2−2k+1
9
≥ 1
22dk
2dk−1
3
2−2k+1
9
(when dk ≥ 3)
=
1
27
m−1−2/d.
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Hence, there exists at least one k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , d}, such that
1
m2
VarP
[
m∑
i=1
φk(X˜i) | X,W
]
≥ 1
27d
1
m1+2/d
.
Proof of Theorem 6. We define a coupling between Y ∼ P = ∑nj=1WjδXj and Y˜ ∼ P˜ = ∑mi=1 1mδX˜i
by letting (Y, Y˜ ) = (XJ , X˜I), where P (I = i, J = j) = pij/m and pij is the (i, j)-entry of the
Hilbert curve resampling matrix P . Recall that with Hilbert curve stratified sampling, X˜i can only
take values in Xil, Xil+1, · · · , Xir, with
h(X1) = h(X1l) ≤ · · · ≤ h(Xi−1,r) ≤ h(Xil) ≤ h(Xir) ≤ h(Xi+1,l) ≤ · · · ≤ h(Xnr) = h(Xn).
E[‖Y − Y˜ ‖p] =
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
1
m
pij‖X˜i −Xj‖p
≤ 1
m
m∑
i=1
max
z,z′∈[h(Xil),h(Xir)]
‖H(z)−H(z′)‖p
≤ 1
m
m∑
i=1
(2
√
d+ 3(h(Xir)− h(Xil))1/d)p
≤

2p(d+ 3)p/2m−p/d, if p ≤ d,
2p(d+ 3)p/2
m
, if p > d.
Thus,
Wp(P∗,P) ≤ 2
√
d+ 3
m1/max(p,d)
, a.s.
Proof of Theorem 7. (1) For any square-integrable function h on X = [0, 1]d and 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1
r
E
 r∑
j=1
W¯
(t)
ij h(X¯ij) | X˜(1:t−1)1:n

=
r∑
j=1
∫
H([si,j−1,si,j ])
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , x
))
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
) h(x)dx
=
∫
X
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , x
))
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
) h(x)dx.
(2) Let I ∼ Unif({1, 2, . . . , n}) and J ∼ Unif({1, 2, . . . , r}) be independent. Let Y = X¯(t)IJ and
Y ′ | I, J ∼ g(· | X˜(1:t−1)I ) I(H([sI,J−1,sI,J ]))1/r . It is easy to see that this defines a coupling between the
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two distributions at hand.
E[‖Y − Y ′‖p] =
n∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
1
nr
∫
H([si,j−1,si,j ])
r‖X¯ij − x‖pg(x | X˜(1:t−1)i ) dx
≤ 1
nr
n∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
∫
H([si,j−1,si,j ])
r(2
√
d+ 3|si,j − si,j−1|1/d)pg(x | X˜(1:t−1)i ) dx
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
1
r
r∑
j=1
(2
√
d+ 3|si,j − si,j−1|1/d)p
=
2p(d+ 3)p/2
n
n∑
i=1
1
r
r∑
j=1
|si,j − si,j−1|p/d
≤

2p(d+ 3)p/2r−p/d, if p ≤ d,
2p(d+ 3)p/2
r
, if p > d.
Thus,
Wp
 1
rn
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
δ
X
(t)
ij
,
1
n
n∑
i=1
g(· | X˜(1:t−1)i )
 ≤ 2√d+ 3
r1/max(p,d)
, a.s.
(3) It suffices to show
r∑
j=1
Var
(
W
(t)
ij h(X
(t)
ij ) | X˜(1:t−1)1:n
)
≥
r∑
j=1
Var
(
W¯
(t)
ij h(X¯
(t)
ij ) | X˜(1:t−1)1:n
)
for any i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Actually,
1
r
(left hand side− right hand side)
=
∫
X
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , x
))2
h(x)2
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
)2
g
(
x|X˜(1:t−1)1:n
)dx− r∑
j=1
∫
H([si,j−1,si,j ])
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , x
))2
h(x)2
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
)2
g
(
x|X˜(1:t−1)1:n
)dx
+ r
r∑
j=1
∫
H([si,j−1,si,j ])
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , x
))
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
) h(x)dx
2 −
∫
X
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , x
))
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
) h(x)dx
2
= r
r∑
j=1
∫
H([si,j−1,si,j ])
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , x
))
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
) h(x)dx
2 −
∫
X
pit
((
X˜
(1:t−1)
i , x
))
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
) h(x)dx
2
≥ 0.
The last inequality holds by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality.
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B Simulation details
B.1 Terrain navigation
As it is shown in Section 6.2, the model is defined through
X(t) = X(t−1) + d(t) + (t)
Y (t) = h(X(t)) + δ(t)
whereX(t) = (x(1t), x(2t)) is the unobserved hidden location, and Y (t) is the observed one-dimensional
elevation.
In the simulation study, the drift vectors are set as d(t) = a(t) − a(t−1) for t = 1, 2, · · · , 200,
where
a(t) = (15000 sin(pit/200, 15000 cos(pit/200))
for t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 200.
The elevator function h(·) is constructed by linear interpolation from colorado.dat available at
https://www.stat.colostate.edu/computationalstatistics/.
The random error in location (t) = (R(t))>Z(t), where
R(t) =
1
‖X(t)‖2
(−x(1t) −x(2t)
−x(2t) x(1t)
)
and
Z(t)
i.i.d.∼ N
(
0, q2
(
1 0
0 k2
))
.
Here we take q = 200 and k = 1/2. The measurement errors are δ(t) i.i.d.∼ N (0, 402).
B.2 Stochastic volatility
As shown in Section 6.3, the multidimensional stochastic volatility model is
X(t) | X(1:t−1) ∼ N
(
αX(t−1),Σ
)
,
Y (t) | X(1:t), Y (1:t−1) ∼ N
(
0, β2 diag(exp(X(t)))
)
,
for t = 1, 2, · · · , T . Here we set α = 0.7, β = 0.8, T = 80, and X(0) ∼ N (0,Σ), where Σ is a p× p
matrix with Σij = 0.8|i−j|. Figure 12 presents extended simulation results. Figure 13 reports the
average runtime of each setting.
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Figure 12: Stochastic volatility extended simulation results.
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Figure 13: Stochastic volatility extended simulation results (average runtime measured in seconds).
C Weighted resampling
The particles are updated as follows. Sample X˜(t)i | X˜(1:t−1)i ∼ g(· | X˜(1:t−1)i ) and let
W˜
(t)
i = W˜
(t−1)
i
pit
(
X˜
(1:t)
i
)
pit−1
(
X˜
(1:t−1)
i
)
g
(
X˜
(t)
i | X˜(1:t−1)i
) .
We are interested in how Var
[∑m
i=1 W˜
(t)
i φ(X˜
(t)
i ) | X(1:t−1),W (t−1)
]
depends on γ.
In the following derivation, we omit the superscripts for time t− 1 for convenience of notation.
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Note that that aj = W
γ
j /
∑n
k=1W
γ
k .
Var
[
m∑
i=1
W˜
(t)
i φ(X˜
(t)
i ) | X,W
]
= mVar
[
W˜
(t)
1 φ(X˜
(t)
1 ) | X,W
]
= mE
[
Var
(
W˜
(t)
1 φ(X˜
(t)
1 ) | X˜1, W˜1
)
| X,W
]
+mVar
[
E
(
W˜
(t)
1 φ(X˜
(t)
1 ) | X˜1, W˜1
)
| X,W
]
= mE
[
E
(
(W˜
(t)
1 φ(X˜
(t)
1 ))
2 | X˜1, W˜1
)
| X,W
]
−mE
[{
E
(
W˜
(t)
1 φ(X˜
(t)
1 ) | X˜1, W˜1
)}2 | X,W]
+mE
[{
E
(
W˜
(t)
1 φ(X˜
(t)
1 ) | X˜1, W˜1
)}2 | X,W]−m{E [E(W˜ (t)1 φ(X˜(t)1 ) | X˜1, W˜1) | X,W]}2
= mE
[
E
(
(W˜
(t)
1 φ(X˜
(t)
1 ))
2 | X˜1, W˜1
)
| X,W
]
−m
{
E
[
E
(
W˜
(t)
1 φ(X˜
(t)
1 ) | X˜1, W˜1
)
| X,W
]}2
= mE
∫ W˜ 21 pit
(
(X˜1, x)
)2
φ(x)2
pit−1
(
X˜1
)2
g
(
x | X˜1
) dx | X,W
−m

n∑
j=1
∫
Wjpit ((Xj , x))φ(x)
pit−1(Xj)
dx

2
= m
n∑
j=1
W 2−γj
∫
pit ((Xj , x))
2 φ(x)2
pit−1 (Xj)2 g (x | Xj)
dx
n∑
j=1
W γj −m

n∑
j=1
∫
Wjpit ((Xj , x))φ(x)
pit−1(Xj)
dx

2
,
where X = (Xj)nj=1 and W = (Wj)
n
j=1.
By letting Cj =
∫ pit ((Xj , x))2 φ(x)2
pit−1 (Xj)2 g (x | Xj)
dx, we have
Var
[
m∑
i=1
W˜
(t)
i φ(X˜
(t)
i ) | X,W
]
= m
n∑
j=1
W 2−γj Cj
n∑
j=1
W γj −m

n∑
j=1
∫
Wjpit ((Xj , x))φ(x)
pit−1(Xj)
dx

2
.
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